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M3 Lime Rock Park Edition
With rumors that the legendary M3 is returning to an inline-6 power plant for
the next generation M3, fans of the current V8 M3 will be happy to know that
BMW is sending the E92 M3 away with a limited run of 200 Lime Rock Park
Editions. Suitably, these special M3s were designed in conjunction with
legendary racing driver and performance driving instructor Skip Barber. As
Lime Rock Park serves to host Barber’s driving school, who better to team up
with in generating this track focused racer-for-the-road.
Some notable enhancements and upgrades to this M3 include:
Custom Fire Orange paint
Black Nappa Leather Interior
Competition package
Titanium muffler
Carbon fiber aerodynamic upgrades
Alcantara racing style steering wheel
Camisasca manufactured M3 Lime Rock Park Edition plaques

M3 LRP Edition

LRPE Plaque by CAM

Trailer Hitch Plug: Product Spotlight
As part of our monthly newsletter, we will be spotlighting one of our products
to educate and inform our clients why Camisasca products are the highest
quality automotive accessories on the market. This month, we’ve chosen our
logo trailer hitch plugs.
We designed our custom trailer hitch plugs to look great for years and keep
your corporate image pristine and visible. Additionally, our trailer hitch plugs
are intelligently designed to drain water and keep debris out, all without use
of a hitch pin. We also offer our hitch plugs with a special external-grade
rubber lanyard so even the forgetful won’t lose their beautiful hitch plug.
Like all of our products, we chose only tested exterior grades of materials for
this product to meet automotive exterior applications. The plastic plug resin
will resist fading and degradation of color even under long term UV exposure,
and the recessed decorative logos are printed on aluminum sheet, not foil,
using UV resistant inks. These graphic logos are then encapsulated under
clear UV resistant polyurethane doming, which also supplies a fresh finished
look. Each logo is held permanently into place with an adhesive that was
chosen for its compatibility with the materials and its ability to withstand a
variety of climates changes.
Whether you are an OEM distributor, CI promotional company, aftermarket
retailer or specialty tuner, you can be assured Camisasca Automotive
products are well engineered and manufactured to keep your customers
happy and loyal for years to come.

Union Jack

Genuine Volkswagen

Quail: A Motorsports Gathering Custom Rally Plates
Camisasca Automotive Manufacturing is proud to supply the 2012 Quail Rally
with custom, finely crafted rally plaques for this year’s rally. The Quail Rally is
an invitation only event where some of the world’s most prestigious classic
cars cruise along Monterey’s beautiful coastline and back roads. Last year’s
rally was attended by 30 lucky participants, and this year’s will assuredly
attract the most enthusiastic of auto collectors. The Quail Rally is a fantastic
preview of just some of the spectacular cars which will flood the peninsula in
the coming days; as many go on to participate in later Festoric events and
shows.
However, even as the event is limited to only a few individuals, it does not
lose touch of the fun and adventure classic rallies are all about. The Quail
Rally’s motto is “a good drive with good friends for a good cause”. As such,
the rally’s entrance fee goes towards benefiting the 11-99 Foundation and
other local charities.
Speaking on behalf of everyone here at Camisasca Automotive Mfg., we’d
like to thank the Quail Lodge & Resort for the chance to supply these top
quality rally plaques. Here’s to another magnificent Gathering of Motorsports!

"A good drive, with
good friends, for a
good cause"

2012 Quail Rally Plate

Thank you Canadian Clients!
Camisasca Automotive Manufacturing would like to take a moment this
month to thank our wonderful Canadian clients for choosing Camisasca to
supply them with quality license plate frames, key chains, and other finely
crafted accessories.
Our Canadian customers recognize the need for a product that will withstand
the demanding climate they must face for exterior accessories. This is one of
the reasons why they have chosen CAM to supply them with their custom
dealership branded license plate frames. All frames are made from rust
proof 304 Stainless Steel, and feature exterior tested graphic presentation
processes. The presence of high humidity and temperatures in the summer,
along with freezing weather and snow in the winter can wreak havoc on the
less expensive inferior metal and plastic frames.
Again, thank you to all our Canadian clients for your continued business. We
look forward to many more years of serving your needs!
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